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By Reuters

HARARE: Zimbabwean 
black market currency 
trader Cuthbert Gudza 
holds up a $2 dollar note 
to assess a tear in it, and 
delicately applies glue to 
make it whole again. He 
then leaves it in the sun to 
dry out, declaring it’s “as 
good as new”.

Well-worn U.S. dollar 
notes are finding a new 
home on the streets of 
Harare, where they are 
bought at nearly half 
their value for resale at 
a profit after mending, 
as Zimbabweans find 
creative ways to survive 
an unrelenting financial 
onslaught.

Following the collapse 
of the Zimbabwe dollar in 
2009 amid record-breaking 

inflation, locals have relied 
on the greenback for daily 
transactions. But with 
limited access to the U.S. 
currency, some grimy 
notes are making a fresh 
comeback.

Rejected by 
supermarkets and other 
formal traders, the torn 
notes have found takers 
like Gudza at a bustling 
Kuwadzana township 
shopping centre, about 15 
km west of central Harare.

Even though 
Zimbabwean banks are 
mandated to accept soiled 
money in exchange for 
crispy notes, general 
mistrust in the financial 
system after people lost 
their savings due to 
hyperinflation has seen 

black market traders 
preferred over banks.

At the shopping centre, 
a booming voice from a 
portable speaker shouts: 
“We buy torn dollars at a 
good price, rush here.”

“If the serial number 
from both sides is visible, 
it qualifies for sale,” said 
Gudza, a 33-year-old father 
of three.

“I am a potato seller, 
but I saw buying torn U.S. 
dollar notes as another 
business opportunity. 
These notes are rejected in 
supermarkets, but I take 
them for resale,” he said.

“We pay 600 
Zimbabwe dollars per 
every U.S. dollar. Those 
who do not want money, 
we sell them our produce, 

including potatoes, 
oranges or apples,” added 
Gudza. “If I cannot patch 
up the notes, I take them to 
the bank.”

Aware of the trend, 
the central bank has 
asked citizens to make 
use of official channels to 
exchange old notes.

“The Reserve Bank 
is very clear about the 
soiled notes and if you 
have a problem, the central 
bank is ready to take them 
in exchange for better 
notes,” said Reserve Bank 
of Zimbabwe Monetary 
Policy Committee member, 
Persistence Gwanyanya.

“Banks should be in a 
position to accept them,” 
Gwanyanya told Reuters.
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SHORTAGE:
Zim black market traders 
patch up soiled dollar notes

Cuthbert Gudza, 33, a street money trader 
repairs a torn U.S. banknote, outside a shopping 
centre, in Kuwadzana township
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WHEN residents of 
Umguza in southwestern 
Zimbabwe needed medical 
treatment, they had to 
walk between 9 and 12 
miles (15 to 20 kilometers) 
to the nearest healthcare 
center — often taking 
all day and resulting in 
a walk home in the dark. 
Many times, no ambulance 
was available during 
emergencies.

Government leaders 
reached out to The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints, and in response, 
the Church donated 
humanitarian funds for the 
construction of a new health 
clinic.

A new mother’s shelter, 
staff housing and a solar-
powered fresh water supply 
were also built, reported the 
Church’s Africa Newsroom. 
All of this allows the 
Maboleni Clinic to provide 

services for pregnant 
mothers, HIV treatments, 
childhood immunizations 
and medical services for the 
elderly.

Speeches, a marching 
band and a community 
dinner marked the opening 
festivities on Nov. 7, 
2022. Hundreds of people 
attended the celebration, 
including Isabell Nube, 
who said having a brand 
new clinic so close by was 
so welcome and unexpected 
that she is “still now living a 
dream.”

Elder Denelson Silva, 
General Authority Seventy 
and second counselor in 
the Africa South Area 
presidency, addressed the 
crowd and proclaimed that 
“to love is to act.”

He spoke about how 
the main objective of the 
Church’s humanitarian 
work is to bless Heavenly 

Father’s children. “Jesus 
Christ taught that we need 
to love each other,” Elder 
Silva said.

Letwin Mkwebu, the 
Umguza nursing officer, said 
it pained her to see people 
suffering and the solution 
a great distance away. With 
the new clinic, she is now 
able to serve her community. 

“This clinic has come 
when we really needed it,” 
she said.

Zimbabwe’s Minister of 
State for Provincial Affairs, 
Richard Moyo, called it a 
great milestone ensuring the 
people have access to health 
services close to where they 
live.

“I applaud the 
community together with 
The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints for the 
commendable work you 
have done here,” he said.

New medical clinic in Zim 
‘a dream’ for villagers
Church donation means Umguza 
residents have closer treatment options

Richard Moyo, Zimbabwe’s Minister of State for Provincial Affairs, celebrates the completion of 
a new medical clinic with residents in Umguza

By northafricapost.com

Z I M B A B W E A N 
philanthropist Tsitsi 
Masiyiwa, who was 
recently named the 
African Philanthropist 
of The Year, is behind the 
African Gender Initiative’s 
philanthropic efforts to 
tackle gender inequality on 
the continent.

It will take another 132 
years to close the gender 
gap, the Global Gender Gap 
Report 2022 has found, 
which means that no one 
living today is likely to see a 
time when men and women 
have equal rights or access to 
resources. 

Barriers to women’s 
access to financial resources, 
ownership rights to the 
land they farm, and 
access to opportunities 
including education 
motivate Masiyiwa in 
her philanthropic work, 
something she started over 
25 years ago. 

Launched in October 
2022, her Africa Gender 
Initiative plans to raise $50 
million within the next 
few years from African 
philanthropists to support 

Co-Impact’s $1 billion 
gender fund.

Co-Impact’s Gender 
Fund, which also focuses on 
Kenya, South Africa, Ghana, 
Nigeria, Cote d’Ivoire and 
Senegal, aims at providing 
funding primarily to women-
led, local organizations 
tackling systemic gender-
based issues in the key areas 
of health, education, and 
economic opportunity in the 
Global South.

“Africans have a culture 
of giving,” Masiyiwa says. “If 
your money isn’t talking it’s 
difficult to have an authentic 
voice.” 

Asked about what role 
philanthropy can play in 
advancing gender equality, 
Masiyiwa said: “They say 
the gender gap is 132 years 
at the rate we are going. It’s 
by witnessing first-hand 
those experiences that we 
realize even if you provide 
the training and seed packs 
to help productivity and 
achieve food security, at the 
end of the day you are only 
supporting this one person, 
who has so much expected 
of her.”

Tsitsi Masiyiwa: African 
Philanthropist of the 
Year strives to empower 
women, reduce gender gap
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Zimbabwe Christian Leaders 
Lament “surge in systematic 
political violence, repression”

By Magdalene Kahiu 

A SURGE in what is 
described as “systematic 
political violence, 
repression” and “arbitrary 
arrests” are among 
concerns that Christian 
leaders in Zimbabwe are 
raising. 

In a Wednesday, 
January 25 statement, the 
Christian leaders under 
the auspices of Zimbabwe 
Heads of Christian 
Denominations (ZHOCD) 
call for respect of human 
life and the enforcement of 
the law on offenders and 
perpetrators of violence.

ZHOCD members 
say they “note with 
deep concern a surge 
in systematic political 
violence, repression, hate 
speech and arbitrary arrests 
in the country.”

They highlight the 
recent violence meted out 
against elderly persons, 
saying the assaults were not 
only a “blatant violation 
of citizens’ constitutional 
rights” but also went against 
“the social, cultural, and 
moral norms regarding 
the honor and respect that 
must be given to the elderly 

in our communities.”
ZHOCD members 

say the violence, which 
took place in Murehwa, 
some 100 km north of 
Zimbabwe’s capital city, 
Harare, “connects with 
episodes of violence, 
victimization, humiliation, 
intimidation, assault, and 
destruction of property that 
characterized the 2022 by-
elections.”

“Similarly, the Church 
is following closely cases 
of hate speech that catalyze 
violence and undermines 
cohesion and tolerance in 
the country,” they say.

The Christian leaders 
also draw attention to 
“political related cases 
in Courts and ongoing 
arbitrary political arrests 
in the country, largely 
targeting members of 
the Opposition Political 
Parties.”

“The Church, in its 
moral and theological 
authority, deeply expresses 
disappointment and 
condemns all these forms 
of political violence, 
inhumane treatment, 

political persecution, and 
arbitrary arrests of fellow 
Zimbabweans,” say the 
ZHOCD members who are 
drawn from the leadership 
of the Zimbabwe Catholic 
Bishops’ Conference 
(ZCBC), the Zimbabwe 
Council of Churches 
(ZCC), the Union for the 
Development of Apostolic 
Churches in Zimbabwe 
Africa (UDACIZA) and the 
Evangelical Fellowship of 
Zimbabwe (EFZ).

They appeal to all 
Zimbabweans, including 
politicians to uphold the 
sanctity of human life, 
adding that political party 
leaders need to “publicly 
condemn their supporters 
and leaders who are 
perpetrating violence”

“Political leaders are 
called to take concrete 
actions to foster unity, 
peace, and an end to all 
forms of violence. These 
should include publicly 
sharing measures of 
disciplinary committees 
that help account for 
perpetrators of political 
violence,” ZHOCD 
members say.

Government must also 
promote the fundamental 
values enshrined in the 
Constitution of Zimbabwe 
Amendment and 
demonstrate “sufficient 
goodwill” to its full 
implementation, they say.

They state their 
disapproval of arbitrary 
arrests and abuse of the 
Judiciary and say the courts 
need to safeguard human 
rights, the rule of law, and 
deliver justice impartially.

“All known 
perpetrators of violence 
must be arrested and tried 
irrespective of their political 
affiliation,” the Christian 
leaders in Zimbabwe say.

On general elections 
expected to happen within 
the year, they implore 
the State to adhere to 
Regional and International 
Conventions such as 
the African Charter 
on Democracy and 
Governance (ACDG) 
and the Principles and 
Guidelines Governing 
Democratic Elections by 
The Southern African 
Development Community 
(SADC).

They encourage 
the Zimbabwe Electoral 
Commission (ZEC) “to 
strengthen multi-party 
liaison committees and 
ensure swift response, 
robustness, and 
effectiveness in addressing 
political and electoral 
related violence.”

ZHOCD members 
also call on the police 
and members of other 
state security agencies 
to impartially enforce 
the law on offenders and 
perpetrators of violence. 

“All cases of violence 
must be handled with 
a sense of urgency and 
impartiality to ensure that 
justice is delivered for all, 
and peace is fostered before, 
during, and after the 2023 
elections,” they say.

Security agents 
in Zimbabwe, the 
Christian leaders say, 
must “impartially and 
maximally uphold citizens’ 
basic human rights in the 
discharge of their duties 
and in their collective 
and relentless pursuit of 
justice, peace, and national 
security.”

Zimbabwe Heads of Christian Denominations. Credit: Courtesy Photo
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New Zimbabwe BUSINESS

By Irene Kalulu 
bird story agency

IN NOVEMBER 2022, 
a Zimbabwean digital 
services firm acquired 
Altron’s Botswana and 
Altron Mozambique 
businesses.

The company behind 
the acquisition is Tano 
Digital Solutions (TDS), 
until recently a largely 
unheard-of ICT company 
run by a group of tech-
savvy Zimbabweans with 
international experience.

Already present in 
South Africa, the fully 
Z i m b a b w e a n - o w n e d 
and managed digital 
solutions firm is finalizing 
acquisition deals in 
Namibia and Kenya.

From five people in 
2019 to current staff of 100, 
the tech company currently 
realizes an annual turnover 
of 600 million rands ($35 
million). Now it is set for 
even bigger growth, with 
the continent as its market.

We talked to Tano 
Digital Solutions managing 
director Wallen Mangere to 
find out more.

When was Tano Digital 
Solutions founded, and 
what was the motivation 
behind its founding?

My co-founders and 
I have a technological 
background. I ran the 
IBM mid-market business 
for Africa and the Oracle 
business in the Southern 
African Development 
Community (SADC). I 
also spent about 18 years 

working in the US for tech 
firms.

On returning to 
Africa, my partners 
and I realized there was 
a gap in locally grown 
techpreneurs. So we started 
six years ago in South 
Africa after we realized 
it was a more mature 
market. But in 2019, being 

Zimbabweans, we thought 
it was an opportune time 
to open up a location 
there. Zimbabwe had an 
even greater gap in terms 
of the different aspects of 
tech companies from an 
infrastructural perspective, 
software development, and 
application or systems 
integration. We got into 

Zimbabwean right before 
covid-19 hit.

The motive was to 
fill the gap in technology 
by introducing ourselves 
as a locally grown, Black-
owned and managed 
company in the space.

What funding and 
investment platforms did 
you benefit from as you 

were starting?
We used our savings 

and very few financial 
instruments. We leveraged 
credit systems from our 
customers. But mainly to 
start the business, to get 
the infrastructure and 
furniture, it was basically 
out of pocket.

 How a Zimbabwean 
startup is going regional
After recently acquiring controlling 
interests in Altron Mozambique and Altron 
Botswana, award-winning Tano Digital is 
now eyeing Kenya and Namibia

Tano Digital Solutions managing director Wallen Mangere

to page 6
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Lenin Ndebele 
News24

ACCORDING to 
Surfshark’s annual 
summary on internet 
censorship, 4.2 billion 
people worldwide were 
subjected to widespread 
internet censorship in 
2022, of which about 300 
million were in Africa.

The report says 
Africa was second to Asia 
in internet shutdowns 
as autocratic countries 
continued to use internet 
censorship as a popular 
tactic to cut off citizens from 

the outside world.
“More than half of 

the world’s population 
was affected by internet 
censorship last year. Many 
of these cases involved full 
internet disruptions on a 
local or national level. 

“These can be 
devastating and extremely 
dangerous, especially during 
wartime, protests or violent 
government repressions. 
Internet restrictions can 
make it difficult or even 
impossible to mobilise 
people for the defence of 

democracy, contact loved 
ones, access news sites, and 
spread information to the 
outside world on what’s 
happening,” said Surfshark 
spokesperson Gabriele 
Racaityte-Krasauske.

According to the report, 
Zimbabwe (3), Somalia (1), 
Sierra Leone (2), Burkina 
Faso (3) and Sudan (4) 
imposed a combined 13 
internet restrictions to their 
people.

“Through the past 
year, we’ve seen how 
governments have used 

internet shutdowns and 
t e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s 
blackouts as a tool of 
repression and control, 
silencing journalists, civil 
society, and the general 
public. 

“Internet connectivity 
today underpins all human 
rights, which is why it’s 
more critical than ever to 
document mass-censorship 
incidents and find ways to 
get people reconnected,” 
said Alp Toker, the 
director of NetBlocks, a 
watchdog organisation that 

monitors cybersecurity and 
governance of the internet.

The report said Burkina 
Faso’s ongoing restriction of 
Facebook was the longest in 
the world last year, followed 
by Russia and Azerbaijan.

Facebook is the social 
media site most despised by 
despotic countries and was 
heavily censored in 2022. 

Since 2015, 
g o v e r n m e n t - i m p o s e d 
Facebook limitations 
have had an impact on 
an astounding 46% of the 
world’s population.

What was the initial 
reception to TDS in the 
Zimbabwean market?

We thought we 
wouldn’t last in terms of our 
tenure in Zimbabwe. Still, 
our customers appreciated 
the option of having a new 
formidable service provider 
in the infrastructure and 
application space.

Customer adoption 
and customers coming to 
us and using our services 
are what has precipitated 
this growth and success that 
we have had in Zimbabwe. 
Our team grew from five 
people in 2019 to close to 
100 currently. We have 
expanded in all aspects.

How did you acquire 
the Altron business 
in Botswana and 
Mozambique?

We have always had 
expansion aspirations, and 
it was either going to be 
organic growth or through 
acquisitions. While we were 
putting our plan together, 
the opportunity to acquire 
Altron in Botswana and 
Mozambique came about.

What motivated us 
more to procure Altron 
was that this business came 
with a different product 
set and offering. We now 
own the Botswana business 

100%, and the purchase 
brought us a financial 
services option. All the 
banks in Botswana are now 
our customers. We provide 
and service 99% of the 
ATMs there.

That part of the 
business also brought in 
the Xerox copier machine 
business, where we do 
document management 
systems and electronic 
and digital management 
solutions.

What we are doing 
is increasing our product 
offering and increasing our 
footprint in the African 
space. For example, our 
Mozambique business 
comes with significant 
Oracle products, which 
we don’t have in our 
product stake. We are 
now a formidable Oracle 
partner in Mozambique 
with the skills, and it comes 
in with the networking 
infrastructure part of the 
business.

What are some 
challenges you have been 
facing doing business in 
Zimbabwe?

We got a lot of 
resistance from existing 
players. They tried to play 
dirty tricks to get us out of 
business and undermine 

us.
The current economic 

environment in Zimbabwe 
is also a challenge. For 
example, we import a lot 
of our equipment and 
getting foreign currency 
from the auction system 
is a challenge. Getting 
customers to pay you in 
forex is also a challenge. 
If you look at it up until 
recently, most government 
departments were paying in 
local currency at the bank’s 
local exchange rate, which 
is quite far away from what 
the street market is saying 
regarding exchange rates.

Then, the ever-moving 
economic target from an 
exchange rate perspective, 
even for the local currency 
it’s a problem.

If you price something 
today at 100 bonds (a form 
of legal tender, or money, 
in Zimbabwe, pegged to 
the US dollar) and it takes 
four months to procure 
that thing, by the time you 
deliver it, the exchange rate 
will probably be at 400, and 
the customer is committed 
to paying 100. You can 
stand to lose money.

Retaining and 
maintaining skills is also 
quite a daunting task. We 
aim to keep our employees 

happy, remunerating them 
properly and motivating 
them.

How have you scaled 
up your business with all 
these challenges?

We ensure we put 
in the correct provisions 
in managing customer 
payments. The customers 
are also operating in the 
same environment, so from 
a payments perspective, we 
base our pricing on a US 
dollar price at the current 
rates. If you are paying in 
Zimbabwean currency, 
you pay us the US dollar 
equivalent at the current 
exchange rate at the time.

You must do certain 
things to ensure you are 
not prejudicing yourself 
regarding pricing.

From a solutions 
perspective, we are the only 
SAP (service provider) 
currently in Zimbabwe, 
and obviously, we have 
to pay SAP license and 
maintenance fees in US 
dollars. We work with our 
customers to ensure that 
they either apply to the 
Reserve Bank themselves 
or remit some of the license 
fees to SAP to mitigate that 
risk on the currency side.

We’ve also partnered 
with other companies from 

Zimbabwe for the Robotics 
Process Automation 
Software. We focus on 
more than just SAP. We 
do infrastructure - IBM, 
Lenovo, and HP from an 
infrastructure perspective. 
From an application 
security perspective, we 
partnered with companies 
where we do quite a bit of 
cybersecurity. We realized 
that we have to partner with 
guys who have been in the 
industry for longer or are 
specialists in such areas and 
are thriving.

What are your plans 
for the future?

We are finalizing 
acquisitions of two other 
African countries. We will 
be in Namibia and Kenya 
by the end of February or 
early March. Meaning we 
will be in six countries in 
Africa.

For a company that 
started operating recently, 
being in six countries 
and turning over 600 
million rands is a big 
accomplishment. But 
again, it’s been a deliberate 
acquisition and expansion 
idea we have had from the 
beginning.

The original version of 
this article was published by 
bird-Africa no filter.

About 300 million Africans affected by 
internet restrictions in 2022 - report

How a Zimbabwean startup is going regional...
from page 5
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In Zimbabwe, traditions are 
clashing with climate adaptation

New Zimbabwe FEATURES

By Simango Ashley

T R A D I T I O N A L 
water wells – naturally 
occurring springs that 
have stood for decades 
– are a source of life 
for communities in the 
Chimanimani District 
of East Zimbabwe. 
Locals use iron or plastic 
buckets to dip and draw 
clean water for drinking, 
and domestic animals 
lap water until they are 
chased away. However, 

a recent increase in 
cyclones has been 
destroying the wells, 
with flood water and 
debris burying them four 
meters below human 
access. 

Following Cyclone 
Idai in 2019 – a vicious 
storm that ransacked the 
traditional groundwater 
wells that stood for 
a century in Rusitu, 
Chimanimani – a series 

of reinforcement projects 
has taken place. The 
reinforcements try to 
protect the water wells 
from flood damage and 
burial.

To reconstruct the 
precious community 
groundwater fountains in 
Chimanimani, non-profit 
organisations funded 
by the European Union 
and the Urban Council 

of Zimbabwe took an 
innovative approach; 
dividing rural villages into 
groups of 10 to 15 families 
each, and allocating a 
remodelled water well 
for each group. Since 
August 2020, each natural 
groundwater well has 
been reconstructed and 
reinforced with cement 
and plastic casings, with 
elevated pipes that feed 

into large water storage 
tanks, supplying water to 
families downstream.

As the climate 
crisis intensifies, such 
adaptation measures are 
not uncommon in areas 
of high vulnerability. 
However, in Zimbabwe, 
there has been a growing 
resistance against the 
new wells due to local 
superstitions.

to page 9
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As climate disasters reoccur, one conservative 
district of Zim is split on its survival strategy.



Some opponents of 
well reinforcements claim 
that if modern tools such as 
steel and cement are used, 
the guardian spirits of the 
wells will get angry. This is 
making climate adaptation 
strategies much more 
difficult to implement. 
A mixed response 
towards adaptation 
measures

Set in one of the most 
mountainous regions of 
Zimbabwe, Chimanimani 
is a very conservative 
district, commonly known 
to be the birthplace of 
an array of traditional 
healers, fortune tellers, 
seers, and herbalists. The 
district is inhabited by 
the Ndau people, a quasi-
Indigenous group with 
their own special dialect 
in Zimbabwe. Some Ndau 
families in vulnerable areas 
of Chimanimani flatly 
refuse to have the natural 
community groundwater 
wells reinforced with 
modern anti-flood 
equipment.

“These wells have 
existed for centuries and 
are a gift from our ancestor 
spirits. If you reinforce 
them with modern 
cement, iron, plastic 
piping, the water dries as 
punishment,” Gift Chona, 
a traditional herbalist who 
opposes the reinforcing 
of community water wells 
tells gal-dem. Gift and a 
dozen other villagers who 
refused to have their wells 
reinforced with modern 
concrete in 2019 think the 
repeated annual floods are 
a sign that the ancestral 
spirits are upset.

“The floods of 2019 
were an act of the ancestors 
against modernism and 
consumerism seeping 
into our district. The 
repeat floods are their 
anger against concrete 
reinforcements,” he says. 
I spoke to several families 
across the district who 
share his beliefs; they are 
also convinced that wells 
must be left exposed so 
as not to anger ancestral 
spirits.

In Chimanimani, 
natural groundwater 
wells are sacred territory. 
“Farmers can cut down 
any forest to plant corn 
with modern pesticides, 
but whenever they see a 
wooded area adjacent to a 
water well, they must stay 
clear,” says Denny Bhiza, a 
traditional grains farmer. 
Whenever a traditional 
chief is coronated, the 
ceremony, which usually 
entails the spilling of a 
calabash filled with grain 
alcohol into the ground, 
must be carried out at a 
water well. “Such is the 
cultural importance of 
groundwater wells in 
Chimanimani,” says Bhiza.  

Water wells have 
stood for generations 
and quenched the thirst 
of rural communities in 
east Zimbabwe. Their 
longevity has earned them 
community respect, and 
rituals by the wells have 
pleased the community 
ancestors. Now, the 
climate crisis threatens 
these traditions.

With each cyclone, 
Zimbabwe faces a 
dilemma, says Jefferey 

Siwela, retired geography, 
and environmental science 
teacher in Chimanimani. 
“Our ultra-traditionalist 
community members need 
to know the global climate 
phenomenon will either 
ransack our wells with 
floods or dry them with 
drought. Reinforcements 
help absorb the risk,” he 
explains.  

Not all traditionalists 
are against adaptation 
measures. “It’s a 
blessing. The redesigned 
community water 
fountains have ensured 
that water disputes don’t 
flare up because families 
are divided into workable 
groups of five or more 
per well,” says Sabhuku 
Majoka, a traditional 
leader in Rusitu. Over 
time, they have greatly 
relieved more immediate 
threats of water shortages 
that communities faced 
when the storm passed on. 

The water wells are 
open to any outsider in 
need: visitors looking for 
cooling water, herders 
nursing their animals on 
their way from pastures, or 
even the odd lorry driver 
traveling home from 
work. “It’s one of the gifts 
we are thankful for that 
emerged from this very 
dark moment in our lives,” 
he says.
As cyclones reoccur, 
tensions rise

Cyclone Idai was an 
extreme deluge of rains 
and winds from the Indian 
Ocean which descended 
on the southern African 
countries of Mozambique, 
Zimbabwe, and Malawi 

and left a trail of deaths 
and displacement. The 
unexpected climate 
phenomenon saw heavy 
landslides, thunderous 
rain, and overflowing 
rivers take over 1,000 
lives across the three 
countries. Eastern 
Zimbabwe and central 
parts of neighbouring 
Mozambique were the 
epicentres of the disaster. 
The United Nations called 
it one of the deadliest 
storms on record in the 
southern hemisphere.

“It was a bang; a 
slicing sword that cut 
lives, flattened suburbs, 
reconfigured hills, and led 
to a national and global 
output of sympathy for 
the victims,” says Delite 
Ndevhana, a Baptist pastor 
with the Chimanimani-
Mozambique Baptist 
Union, of the impact of 
the floods. She says that 
some members of her 
congregation lost entire 
families to the floods.

After Cyclone 
Idai occurred, two 
tropical cyclones (partly 
made more intense by 
climate change), visited 
Chimanimani, eastern 
Zimbabwe again in 
2020 and 2021 namely 
Tropical Storm Chalane 
and Tropical Cyclone 
Eloise. Each time, they 
pummel the community’s 
traditional water 
fountains, uprooting rock 
casings and silting wells 
and pipes with rocks and 
mud. 

“For the first time 
in living memory, due to 
global pressures of climate 

change, the cyclones are 
becoming recurrent, 
visiting Chimanimani, 
eastern Zimbabwe yearly,” 
says Shamiso Mupara, 
an environmentalist and 
founder of Environmental 
Buddies, a reforestation 
movement in Zimbabwe. 

Each time the sky 
darkens and a torrent 
of water beats down 
on Chimanimani; 
communities are dismayed 
to see that – along with 
small bridges, plantations, 
and gravel roads – their 
reconstructed community 
water wells can still get 
damaged. “It’s a yearly 
frustration, a big one here,” 
says John Chinoza, an 
artisanal water plumber. 

“We can’t keep on 
crying to donors to 
repurpose our wells and 
communal pipes each 
time there’s a flood. That’d 
be shameful,” he adds. 
Chinoza’s sentiments 
reflect parts of the 
community who feel 
that outside donor help 
is unsustainable in the 
long run and cannot be 
guaranteed. His voice is 
one of many calling to 
equip local communities 
with the knowledge to 
repair water infrastructure, 
rather than waiting for 
external helpers. This can 
be achieved by training 
and educating local water 
technicians, and well-
builders, as well as forest-
protectors and storm 
relocation volunteers. 

In the meantime, 
locals in the Chimanimani 
district anxiously wait for 
the next cyclone.

from page 8
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By Nic Cheeseman

ON SATURDAY 14 
January, Harare based 
lawyer Kudzai Kadzere 
was beaten by members 
of the Zimbabwe Republic 
Police (ZRP), leaving him 
with a fractured hand that 
required surgery.

Images shared online 
show a long run of stitches 
up the inside of his arm and 
across his wrist, forming 
a bloody L shape. His 
“crime” was that he did 
his job by representing 
24 four members of the 
opposition political party, 
Citizens Coalition for 
Change (CCC), who had 
been arrested for allegedly 
holding an illegal meeting. 
“My car was blocked by riot 
police who started beating 
me … It’s sad that not 
only my rights have been 
infringed [on], but also the 
rights of my clients to access 
their lawyer,” Kadzere says. 

The next day tragedy 
turned into farce. Kadzere 
was arrested when he 
went to report the assault. 
Despite having visited the 
police station voluntarily, 
he was accused of having 
escaped from lawful 
custody. The thuggish 
treatment of Kadzere 
is depressing, but not 
surprising. No one who has 
been watching Zimbabwe 
in recent months would 
have expected anything 
else. Ahead of the general 
elections later this year, the 
government is reverting 
to its old ways. Behind 
in the polls, with limited 
support even within his 
own party and fresh out of 
ideas, President Emmerson 
Mnangagwa knows that 
only intimidation and 
electoral manipulation will 
keep him in power.

With a government 
that has given up on trying 

to hide its authoritarian 
foundations, 2023 is likely 
to be the country’s worst 
election for the next 15 
years.
No more pretending

The squalid autocracy 
that President Mnangagwa 
presides over couldn’t be 
more different from the 
Zimbabwe he promised 
to create. Ahead of the 
2018 general election, 
Mnangagwa pledged to 
usher in a new period 
of democracy and 
development distinguished 
by “free and fair” elections. 
The dark days experienced 
under his predecessor, 
Robert Mugabe, would be 
confined to the dustbin 
of history, as the country 
opened up both politically 
and economically.

Desperate to persuade 
Zimbabwean voters and 
international partners 
to overlook his violent 
past, Mnangagwa’s 
campaign even put up 
posters proclaiming his 
commitment to good 
governance and human 
rights. However, this 
was little more than a 
masquerade, a piece of 
political theatre that was 
not even sustained through 
the election period itself.

When opposition 
supporters gathered to 
protest against delays 
in announcing the 
presidential results and 
the manipulation of the 
process, some of the 
soldiers deployed to 
disperse them opened fire. 
Six people were killed. A 
new wave of intimidation 
of opposition leaders and 
activists followed, and still 
exists today.

One of the main reasons 
for this shift in approach 
is that Mnangagwa’s 
confidence trick didn’t 

work. His government 
failed to secure the 
international investment it 
needed, didn’t manage to 
remove sanctions, and has 
proved unable to provide 
even the most basic services 
to its citizens.

In turn, the 
combination of broken 
promises, economic 
hardship and rampant 
corruption has further 
undermined government 
support. According to 
the widely respected 
Afrobarometer survey, 
trust in the ruling party 
declined from 58% to 44% 
between 2017 and March/
April 2022.

This fall went hand-in-
hand with a rise in support 
for the main opposition 
leader, Nelson Chamisa, 
and CCC, a new political 
vehicle built out of the 
ashes of the Movement 
for Democratic Change. 
Despite continuous 
government efforts to use 
divide-and-rule strategies 
to undermine opposition 
unity, the 2022 poll revealed 
that Chamisa was the 
most popular candidate 
for president, leading 
Mnangagwa by 3%. This 
may not sound like a big 
gap, but it was the first 
time that Chamisa has 
been placed in the lead by 
the Afrobarometer and it 
underestimates his true 
support.

When you consider 
that many opposition 
supporters are scared to 
say they do not support 
the government for fear of 
retribution, it seems likely 
that Chamisa’s advantage 
is much bigger – and that 
Mnangagwa would face 
an uphill battle to win an 
election that was anywhere 
close to being free and fair.
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The repressive reflex
The authoritarian 

tactics used to ensure 
ZANU-PF stays in power 
represent a finely tuned 
combination of the old 
and the new. While the use 
of force arguably peaked 
during the 2008 presidential 
elections, physical violence 
is now buttressed by a 
wider set of controls over 
almost all aspects of civic 
and political life, pushing 
the country in a dangerous 
direction. Moreover, 
the military has further 
expanded its political 
and economic influence, 
moving the country further 
away from genuine civilian 
rule.

The rural support 
base of the government, 
which keeps it in power, 
has long been built on a 
combination of patronage, 
disinformation, food aid 
and violence. Where the 
campaign in 2018 saw a 
relaxation of control that 
enabled the opposition to 
campaign in many rural 
areas for the first time in a 

decade, in 2023, traditional 
leaders are once again being 
mobilised to block access to 
the opposition and coerce 
voters to the polls.

In Mnangagwa’s 
Zimbabwe, citizens do 
not enjoy freedom of 
association or freedom of 
speech, undermining any 
possibility of a credible 
election.

The political control 
this gives Mnangagwa 
is bolstered by a raft of 
legislation that has curtailed 
what few civil liberties 
Zimbabweans had left. 
The new Private Voluntary 
Act (PVO) passed by 
parliament in December is 
a classic piece of ‘anti-NGO’ 
legislation that undermines 
the ability of civil society 
groups to operate. Under 
this law, the government can 
cancel the registration of 
any organisations operating 
in a manner deemed to be 
“political”, and arbitrarily 
interfere with how they 
are run. Although the new 
rules have not yet been 
signed into law by President 

Mnangagwa, some of 
them are already being 
implemented. In particular, 
the increasingly centralised 
control of civic activity 
is being used to block a 
wide range of activities, 
including voter registration 
drives.

Meanwhile, the Cyber 
and Data Protection 
Act of 2021 “further 
undermined the rights of 
Zimbabweans, including 
civil society groups and 
human rights defenders”, 
consolidating existing 
censorship strategies. This 
is emblematic of a broader 
trend, in which the law 
has been turned into a 
political weapon to detain 
and exhaust government 
critics. As I write this 
article, opposition leader 
Job Sikhala has been in jail 
for six months after being 
detained on trumped up 
charges and denied bail 
numerous times. Others 
who have suffered similar 
treatment include journalist 
and anti-corruption leader 
Hopewell Chin’ono.

Worse still, three 
opposition youth leaders 
– Cecilia Chimbiri, Joana 
Mamombe, Netsai Marova 
– were arrested when they 
spoke out about how they 
were abducted and sexually 
assaulted after being taken 
into police custody.

In Mnangagwa’s 
Zimbabwe, citizens do 
not enjoy freedom of 
association or freedom of 
speech, undermining any 
possibility of a credible 
election.
A Potemkin election?

As if widespread 
repression isn’t enough, 
the government will also 
exert great control over the 
election process through 
its malign influence 
over the Zimbabwe 
Electoral Commission, 
the gerrymandering of 
constituency boundaries, 
and the harassment 
of voters and election 
observers. As things stand, 
Zimbabwe is on course to 
hold a Potemkin election 
that will keep Mnangagwa 
in power no matter how 

unpopular he becomes.
This raises the question 

of how the international 
community should respond. 
It sometimes makes sense 
to offer a series of ‘carrots’ 
to encourage reform, such 
as the suggestion that 
Zimbabwe be readmitted 
to the Commonwealth if 
it meets certain minimum 
standards. However, when 
a government clearly 
demonstrates its disdain for 
democracy on a daily basis, 
it is beyond naïve to believe 
that ‘bringing them back 
into the club’ will make any 
difference.

When faced with a 
government causing so 
much pain to its own 
citizens, the first thing the 
international community 
should ensure is that it 
does no harm. This means 
not giving a dysfunctional 
and abusive government 
a veneer of respectability 
that it does not deserve 
– and being clear that an 
election held under these 
circumstances is not really 
an election at all.

from page 10
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by Darryl Pietersen 
African Media Agency

HARARE, Zimbabwe- 
Migration from 
Zimbabwe to Pan African 
countries and overseas 
continues to increase, 
with a new study finding 
almost 15 percent of the 
country’s population 
now has a family member 
residing outside the 
country. 

Over the years, 
thousands of Overseas 
Zimbabwean Workers 
(OZWs) have left the 
country for work to help 
improve their families’ 
well-being through 
remittances and meet 
personal financial goals.  

As OZWs shoulder 
the significant economic 
responsibility of 
supporting family 
members and loved ones, 
they are not immune to 
the sky-high inflation and 
rising cost of living which 
has affected many global 
countries over the last few 

months. 
By the end of 2022, 

Zimbabwe’s inflation rate 
peaked at 280%, one of the 
highest rates globally. 

The dollar also 
weakened, trading at 930 
ZWL to $1 USD – a steep 
decline after two months 
of relative stability at 700 
ZWL to $1. The decline 
led to plummeting living 
standards in Zimbabwe, 
where more than half (7.9 
million) people, fell into 
extreme poverty. 

According to The 
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, 
the inflation rate in 
2023 is expected to slow 
down as the government 
continues to tighten fiscal 
and monetary policies. 
However, the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) 
predicted a further fall in 
the gross domestic product 
(GDP) by 3.5% in 2023 due 
to renewed domestic and 
external shocks. While 
inflation will likely remain 

high for the rest of the year, 
money management and 
budgets are increasingly 
important. 

The following are four 
savings tips from leading 
global payments company 
WorldRemit. 
1.Make realistic budgets 

Have long-term 
or short-term financial 
goals in mind? It’s 
important to set goals 
and amounts that are 
achievable when creating 
a budget. Monthly bills, 
remittances, and savings 
all must be prioritized, but 
discretionary spending can 
be factored into budgets as 
well. That is, if these extras 
don’t go over budget. 

The reason why 
savings are so important to 
one’s budget is because of 
its long-term value. 

While it is important 
for OZWs to make sure 
that they are making ends 
meet for themselves and 
their families, setting aside 

a portion of their income 
for the future can go a long 
way to making their dreams 
come true—whether they 
choose to stay overseas or 
return to Zimbabwe.  
2.Create a savings pot 

One of the simplest 
ways to manage money 
is to create a savings pot. 
These are specific accounts 
where people can portion 
out their savings to budget 
more effectively. This 
means, once an OZW 
receives their monthly pay, 
they can put aside money 
into savings and not touch 
it again to build interest 
and wealth. 
3.Pay down debt

Related to tip number 
two, OZWs will want 
to consider regularly 
allocating a portion of 
their expenses to any debt 
they owe. 

While borrowing 
money is sometimes 
necessary, it’s important to 
pay it off as soon as possible 

to prevent accruing interest 
and increasing debt even 
further. 
4.Monitor exchange rates 
when sending money 
back to Zimbabwe

Sending money from 
overseas costs money, 
too. To ensure that one 
maximizes the amount 
they are sending, users 
should choose a service 
with competitive rates and 
minimal transaction fees. 

Physical exchange 
services typically have low 
exchange rates but higher 
transaction fees, so it’s 
worth considering online 
alternatives. WorldRemit, 
for example, offers zero 
fees with new users’ first 
three money transfers. 

After their first three 
transfers, the digital 
payment service continues 
to offer competitive 
exchange rates and 
different ways for their 
family to receive money in 
Zimbabwe.

How Overseas Zimbabwean 
Workers (OZWs) Can Save 
Money Amidst Inflation
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By Gibson Ncube 
Stellenbosch University 

STELLA Rambisai 
Chiweshe, affectionately 
known in Zimbabwe as 
“the queen of mbira” or 
“Ambuya (grandmother) 
Chiweshe”, passed away 
on 20 January 2023.

Chiweshe was born 
in July 1946 in the rural 
area of Mhondoro in the 
Mashonaland province of 
northern Zimbabwe. She 
began playing the mbira, 
an ancient thumb piano, 
in the early 1960s. At the 
time she was reproached 
by both men and women 
because she had dared to 
play an instrument that was 
ordinarily played by men.

Chiweshe was not only 
a singer, songwriter and 
musician who performed 
extensively across Africa, 
Europe and the US. She 
was also a cultural activist, 
a pioneering woman and 
an educator. She founded 
the Chivanhu Centre in 
Zimbabwe, home to the 
preservation of traditional 
music and culture.

Chivanhu is a Shona 
word for humanity. One of 
her goals was to ensure that 
the mbira continued to be 
the heartbeat of Zimbabwe’s 
people. As the African 
adage goes: “When an old 
person dies, a library burns 
to the ground.” Her death 
is indeed a great loss to the 
country.
Pioneering force

The mbira, a powerful 
spiritual instrument used 
to communicate with the 
ancestors, was often played 

at traditional ceremonies 
by men. Historians trace 
its origins to 3,000 years 
ago on the west coast of 
Africa and to 1,300 years 
ago in the region that is 
now Zimbabwe. Chiweshe 
explained in an interview 
that:

Men played mbira, 
and for me to play mbira 
meant that I had to sit with 
men on either side of me. 
It made the women very 
uncomfortable.

Not only did the young 
Chiweshe face criticism 
from her family and 
community. She also had to 
contend with a ban on the 
instrument by the British 
colonial administration 
because the idea of ancestral 
worship went against their 
Christian values.

Chiweshe was a rebel 
by nature. She defied 
the British and played 
at underground night 
ceremonies. She would go 
on to be a pioneering force 
in several other ways.

She took mbira music 
beyond Zimbabwe and 
did important work in 
popularising the art form.

She was able to help 
fight the stigmatisation 
of this spiritual musical 
instrument.

She championed, with 
great pride and reverence, 
the dominant Shona 
ethnic group’s tradition 
and folklore through her 
music, which evoked a deep 
spirituality and connection 
to the ancestors.

Finally, she blazed 

a trail for other women, 
especially musicians.

A young Chiweshe live 
in Germany.

I explain in a book 
chapter in Victors, 
Victims and Villains: 
Women and Musical Arts 
in Zimbabwe that her 
performances combined 
mystery, presence and the 
use of traditional lyrics to 
challenge not just patriarchy 
but also colonial rule.

Her music, like that 
of other Zimbabwean 
musicians such as 
Thomas Mapfumo and 
Oliver Mtukudzi, was the 
soundtrack of the Second 
Chimurenga (the war 
of liberation against the 
white minority Rhodesian 
regime).
Female trailblazer

Although she did 
not openly call herself a 
feminist, as a female mbira 
custodian and practitioner 
she was one. British music 
writer Dominic Valvona 
explains:

Trumpeted in our 
modern virtue-labeling 
climate as a ‘feminist’, 
the outspoken star was 
certainly strong-willed, 
even a rebel. Making a name 
for herself overcoming the 
obstacles of tradition and 
a patriarchal-dominated 
society, her obstinacy soon 
garnered attention, not only 
in Zimbabwe but further 
afield.

Chiweshe fought for 
recognition as a talented 
artist and gave voice to 
Zimbabwean womanhood, 

in all its complexity. By 
making her body visible 
and her voice heard, 
she defied musical and 
cultural rites deeply rooted 
in ancestral tradition. 
This defiance challenged 
the marginalisation of 
women which denies them 
autonomy and agency.

Performing in 2020.
Chachimurenga (It’s 

Time for Revolution) is 
probably her most famous 
song. This timeless song is 
a call to arms. It refers to 
the liberation war against 
the Rhodesian regime and 
highlights the bloodshed 
and sacrifices made to 
liberate the country. The 
song, like most of her 
songs, features a fusion of 
mbira and other traditional 
instruments like marimba, 
drums and hosho (rattles).
Inspiring musician

Chiweshe inspired 
many young female mbira 
players, even though 
the mbira remains an 
instrument predominantly 
played by men. One of 
the notable musicians she 
inspired is the late, award-
winning singer and mbira 
player Chiwoniso Maraire. 
Maraire emerged in the 
early 1990s and showed 
that the mbira could still 
evoke deeply spiritual 
emotions when combined 
with western musical 
instruments. Her songs 
resonated with people at all 
levels of society and offered 
messages of inspiration and 
hope as well as resistance.

Collaborating in 

Uganda.
Chiweshe also inspired 

Hope Masike, affectionately 
known as the “princess of 
mbira”, the contemporary 
custodian of this mystical 
instrument. Masike’s bold, 
urban fusion music shows 
that the mbira should 
not only be considered 
in its traditional role. 
She has coined the term 
“Gwenyambirakadzi” to 
describe female mbira 
players. Popularising the 
mbira among young people, 
Masike has helped debunk 
the myth that the mbira is 
an instrument associated 
with the occult.
Queen of the mbira

Stella Chiweshe refused 
to bow down to oppression, 
discouragement or even 
threats to her musical 
aspirations. She used her 
music to comment on and 
highlight issues relating to 
tradition and contemporary 
socio-political and 
economic issues.

She entered a male-
dominated domain and 
made her mark as one of 
the first women ever to play 
the mbira in public. And 
she showed considerable 
staying power. In a musical 
career spanning five 
decades, she enjoyed the 
spotlight as the queen of 
the mbira. Through her 
music, she cut across social 
limitations and geopolitics 
to emerge in a class of her 
own as spirited, talented 
and playful – yet always 
spiritually grounded in her 
traditional beliefs. 

New Zimbabwe
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Rachel Chinouriri joins Lewis 
Capaldi tour after drunk DM

By Pete Allison 
BBC Newsbeat

AN up-and-coming 
singer got a support slot 
on Lewis Capaldi’s latest 
tour after a drunken 
private message.

Rachel Chinouriri 
sent the Scottish star a 
one-minute video, asking 
if she could perform at his 
upcoming stadium shows, 
after a night out.

When she woke up 
the next morning she 
realised what she’d done 
and thought she’d blown 
her chance.

But, after a nervous 
wait, she found out that 
she’d been added to the bill 
for his European tour next 
month.

It all started on 
Instagram.

“I got a follow one day 
off Lewis Capaldi,” says 
Rachel, from London.

“I’m slightly shocked, 
because obviously it is 
Lewis.”

Some time later, 
Rachel says she got a 
notification - she’d been 
tagged in one of Lewis’s 
Insta stories.

It was a video of him 
singing Rachel’s song - 
I’m Not Perfect (But I’m 
Trying).

“He’s singing my song, 
and he’s getting into it,” says 
Rachel. “I was like, ‘oh, my 
gosh! This is so exciting.’”

Rachel’s record label 
were also thrilled, and she 
says they told her to ask 
Lewis about going on tour.

But, feeling “too 
embarrassed”, she couldn’t 
bring herself to do it.

That’s until she went 
on a night out.

“I must have had quite 
a few drinks,” says Rachel, 

who 
w a s 
in the back of a 
car when Lewis’s profile 
“popped up” on her phone.

Her memory of the 
next part is a bit blurry, but 
she recalls being egged on 
by her housemates.

“And I just I don’t 
know what happened. I 
just started recording.

“It did not look like 
that individual on the 
video in my brain,” says 
Rachel, who thought she 
had come across “quite 
cool” in the clip.

“And then the next day 
I woke up, and he was at the 
top of my DMs...” she says.

“He’d seen it. And he 
did reply. I just went into 
overdrive.”

When Rachel’s 
management told her there 
was a chance she might 
get to perform with Lewis, 
she decided to keep quiet 
about the video.

But she spent the next 
few weeks worrying she’d 
“messed it up”.

“I bet they are all 
working so hard speaking 
to his team. And then I’m 
here sending him drunk 
videos.”

But in that time, she 
noticed Lewis had watched 
one of her Insta stories.

“Maybe he doesn’t 
hate me,” Rachel thought.

So when she found out 
she would be going on tour 
with Lewis, she decided to 
confess to her manager.

“He thought it was 
hilarious,” she says.

“If I hadn’t got it I 
definitely would never have 
told them. But because I 

g o t 
it, I was like, ‘okay, 
here’s the video and 
he found it in there’.”

She’s since posted 
the evidence in a Twitter 
thread, which contains 
some strong language.
‘Shoot your shot’

Rachel, who’s due 
to release her debut 
album this year, says the 
opportunity to travel with 
Lewis will be an amazing 
boost for her.

“A lot of music and 
numbers are done online,” 
she says. “But there is such 
power in the energy and 
the amount of people you 
can reach performing live.

“It’s just also being 
able to see how Lewis can 
take on such a big stage - it’s 
obviously a dream for so 
many artists like myself to 
eventually get to that stage 
one day.”

And has her 
experience taught her 
anything?

“Shoot your 
shot and follow your 
gut instincts without 
drinking,” she says.

“ B e c a u s e 
my gut was like 
‘yeah, I should 
do this’ - but 
it shouldn’t 
take me 
b e i n g 
tipsy to 
be like ‘I 
should do 
this’.”
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UNITED Kingdom 
based Zimbabwean 
artist, Prince Nkosana 
Ncube, popularly known 
as DJ Fistoz will be 
among several African 
superstars to grace this 
year’s edition of the Afro 
Nation Portugal.

Afro Nation is a three 
day music festival that 

brings together 
artists from 
the African 

continent in 
genres such 
as Afrobeats, 
Hip hop, RnB, 

Dancehal l , 
Amapiano, 

A f r o 
House.

D J 
F i s t o z 

a n d 
Amapiano 
sensat ion 

Sha Sha are the only 
Zimbabwean artists on the 
line up. The event will run 
from June 28 to 30 in the 
sun kissed coastal city of 
Portimao.

Fistoz has been 
making waves in 
UK’s Amapiano scene 
performing as an opening 
act for superstars such 
as Musa Keys, Scorpion 
Kings and Major League.

N i g e r i a n 
heavyweight, Burna Boy, 
American rapper 50 Cent, 
Sauti Sol, Scorpion Kings 
and Pabi Cooper are 
among an array of artistes 
announced by Afro Nation 
organisers.

Rubbing shoulders 
with African heavyweights 
will be a major learning 
curve for DJ Fistoz and a 
spectacular showdown.

UK based DJ Fistoz among 
African artists to light up Afro 
Nation Portugal 2023

Rachel Chinouriri is due to release her 
debut album this year

DJ Fistoz
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Kudz Munongi

University lecturer has overcome skin 
cancer and two kidney transplants
By Phoebe Abruzzese 

AN “INSPIRATIONAL” 
university lecturer who 
has battled back from 
skin cancer and two 
transplants in the past 
two decades has made it 
his mission to increase 
awareness of kidney 
health.

Kudz Munongi, a 
41-year-old finance and 
enterprise lecturer at 
Sunderland University, has 
experienced a long and 
difficult battle with his own 
health.

In 2004, at the age of 22, 
Kudz was diagnosed with 
stage four kidney disease 
and underwent five years of 
dialysis. Despite receiving a 
kidney transplant in 2009, 
his kidney function began 
to deteriorate again in 2020, 
after being treated for skin 
cancer.

However, the popular 
lecturer never let his 
health struggles determine 
his life’s path and has 
dedicated himself to 
broadening the minds of 
the next generation - most 
recently aiming to increase 
awareness of kidney health 
in Sunderland.

Mr Munongi, 
originally from Zimbabwe, 
was diagnosed with kidney 
disease in 2004 at the age 
of just 22. Off the back of 
temporary vision loss and 
high blood pressure, tests 
revealed his kidneys were 
full of water. After being 
told by doctors he was in 
severe kidney failure, Kudz 
then waited nearly five 
years on dialysis to have a 
kidney transplant

The transplant, 
performed at the Royal 
Infirmary in Newcastle, 
allowed Kudz to pursue 
his dream of becoming a 
teacher and working in 
education. He studied for 
his BA and PGCE at the 
University of Sunderland, 
where he now works as 
a Senior Lecturer in the 
University’s Accounting 

and Finance department.
Kudz’s health struggled 

had a profound impact 
on his life, though he 
kept working throughout 
treatment. (Image: 
University of Sunderland)

However, this was not 
the end of Kudz’s health 
woes. Five years ago, he 
was diagnosed with a rare 
form of skin cancer that 
necessitated chemotherapy. 
Two years later, his 
kidney function began to 
decline, and Kudz was put 
back on dialysis until he 
could undergo a second 
transplant.

Kudz said: “It certainly 
felt like a huge setback 
but over the years I’ve 
developed a lot of resilience 
so even in the face of such 
terrible and surprising 
news, I still found I could 
still find the courage to face 
it.

“The regime of dialysis 
is very harsh, it’s every other 
day – that was the biggest 
challenge, but I preferred 
to go into the hospital 
rather than have the 
treatment for home – to be 
surrounded by people who 
are like-minded, nurses 
and patients, and I like to 
communicate so that really 
made a big difference.”

Thankfully, three 
months ago, a compatible 
donor became available.

He said: “I got the 
call at 3am and I couldn’t 
believe it. I was so excited. 
It seemed more of a surprise 
the second time around.”

Despite the immense 
physical and mental 
challenge of the last 18 years, 
Kudz credits his passion for 
teaching with pushing him 
through difficult times.

Kudz said: “The 
University of Sunderland 
helped me through – 200 
per cent. I look at my work 
as my purpose and I love 
the work I do – that made 
a major difference. I like to 
keep myself busy.”

Kudz certainly sticks to 
the “keep busy” mentality.

On top of his full-time 
lecturing role, Kudz is an 
ambassador for Kidney 
Research UK, raising funds 
and awareness for the 
charity. He is now hoping 
to re-establish an active 
Kidney Association in 
Sunderland to help support 
younger patients in the city 
who are living with kidney 
problems.

Kudz said: “I think 
Sunderland is well 
positioned to lead initiatives 
in raising awareness, not 
only on the donor register, 
but also kidney health as 
a preventative to other 
associated conditions.

“My desire is to 
highlight priority areas and 
how to tackle them in order 
to improve kidney health. 
In fact, by collaborating 
with Kidney Research 
UK and The National 
Kidney Federation in 
Newcastle, Durham and 
Middlesbrough, the 
message can be re-
imagined so that our 
youth and people 
from black, Asian 
and minority ethnic 
groups can relate 
and take positive 
action. This 
means increasing 
p e o p l e ’ s 
understanding 
of risk factors, 
prevent ion, 
diagnosis and 
care.”
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Kudzai Chipangura

By Financial Review 

GROWING up in 
a politically and 
economically turbulent 
Zimbabwe in the 1990s, 
KPMG’s newest partner, 
Kudzai Chipangura, 
does not have the same 
upbringing as most of his 
Sydney-born-and-bred 
colleagues.

The tax expert is one of 
68 new partners appointed 
to the big four consulting 
outfit’s top ranks since July 
– a positive sign the firm is 
not slowing on promotions 
despite the global economic 
downturn – and one of 
a handful at its western 
Sydney office.

It’s a long way from a 
childhood in Zimbabwe. 
Mr Chipangura’s parents 
fled the country when he 
was 17 , seeking a better 
education for their children 
in Australia.

High school and 
university in Newcastle 
followed, as well as starting 

his accounting career just 
four months after finishing 
year 12 at financial services 
outfit Prosperity Advisers 
Group.

He worked his way up 
from a trainee to partner 
at KPMG – via a lateral 
move from Prosperity eight 
years ago – quickly, but he’s 
conscious of the sacrifice 
that involved from his 
parents.

“In their late 30s, early 
40s they decided to sacrifice 
their own careers as 
professionals in Zimbabwe 
to say ‘OK, the situation 
is deteriorating, we are 
moving to Australia’,” he 
says.

But now he has 
cemented a career in the 
same kind of professional 
workplace they were forced 
to abandon, Mr Chipangura 
wants to help others from 
similar backgrounds do the 
same.

While the tax expert 

thinks the diversity in 
his workplace is vastly 
improved on what it was 20 
years ago, he says he has still 
struggled with a lack of role 
models.

“I’ve had mentors and 
sponsors who have helped 
me along the way and I don’t 
want to discount the impact 
they’ve had on my life, 
but I haven’t seen anyone 
really walk my path as a tax 
professional who has come 
through the ranks and then 
to partner ... who looks like 
me,” he says.

“So I haven’t had 
someone who I can go, 
‘maybe they’ll understand 
some of the fears or internal 
pressures that I may have’.”

That internal pressure 
includes wanting to exceed 
expectations and make 
sure his work is perfect, Mr 
Chipangura says, “so that 
it can’t be said that ‘well it’s 
because of his background 
that he hasn’t done a good 

job’ ”.
But as a partner now, he 

hopes that he can play that 
mentoring role for juniors 
from similar backgrounds.

Growing client base
There’s also a business 

edge to doing this, he says.
“You don’t want to 

lose the talent that we 
have in western Sydney ... 
and having professional 
services firms here, it’s 
given confidence to the 
region to say that people 
don’t necessarily have to 
go to Barangaroo to have a 
successful career.”

The firm’s Parramatta 
office has boomed 
since opening – in Mr 
Chipangura’s eight years 
there, its headcount has 
grown from 40 to north 
of 200 – and it is the most 
culturally diverse office in 
KPMG’s national network.

This in turn will help 
the firm tap into the growing 
client base of businesses 

based in the satellite CBD.
“It’s a growing 

area being driven by 
government infrastructure, 
private spend – you’ve got 
some of the largest private 
groups in Australia based 
out of Parramatta. So by not 
having a presence, KPMG 
was missing out on the 
opportunity to be part of 
the growth that’s happening 
here,” he says.

“But to build a business 
out here, what I’ve seen is 
you have to be part of the 
community. That means 
you’re doing things in the 
community, you’re involved 
in not-for-profit activities 
– you know, you’re not just 
here to take our profits, 
you’re still contributing.

“So that means that our 
teams and our people need 
to reflect the society that’s 
in western Sydney and in 
Sydney more generally as a 
multicultural society.”

From Zimbabwe 
to Australia: new 
KPMG partner 
had long road to 
the top
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Chipezeze happy 
Magesi gave him a 
new lease of life

By Sowetanlive

Z I M B A B W E A N 
international goalkeeper 
Elvis Chipezeze says he’s 
content about playing in 
the Motsepe Foundation 
Championship with 
Magesi and believes 
the club’s project has 
potential.

After Baroka’’s 
relegation from the DStv 
Premiership, Chipezeze 
was released by Bakgaga 
but the 32-year-old was 

given a new lease of life by 
Magesi. 

“It has been great 
because it’s an opportunity 
that came along and I took 
it,” said Chipezeze about 
his time at Magesi so far.

“In life, you have to 
face challenges and if you 
don’t face challenges you 
don’t prosper in this game.

“That’s why when the 
chairman and the CEO 
came knocking, I said I’m 
happy with the project. We 

are building something 
special,” he said. 

With the NFD season 
at the halfway mark, 
Magesi are in ninth place 
with 19 points. It’s fair to 
say that they are punching 
above their weight as they 
strive to retain their status 
in the league. Chipezeze 
says the team has a good 
blend and the players are 
determined to make a 
name for themselves. 

“The boys are pushing, 

they want to make a name 
for themselves, you’ll see 
what Magesi is capable of 
doing, and I’m just excited.

“We made a lot of 
mistakes in the past and 
now the blend that we have 
of experience and youth, is 
good,” Chipezeze said. 

Magesi are under 
the leadership of Clinton 
Larsen, who joined 
this month as a coach 
with Jackie Ledwaba as 

assistant. Chipezeze said 
the chemistry between the 
coaching team is good. 

“The relationship has 
been good, it’s normal in 
football to get new coaches 
here and there. The 
relationship between the 
technical team and staff 
has been great. We say if 
we’re divided we fall, but 
if we are one then things 
will go according to plan,” 
he said. 

Elvis Chipezeze
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Discarded by 
Baroka, keeper has 
stabilised Limpopo 
side in NFD
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‘It’s about the people’

By Jeff Shearer 

“I FEEL like it chose 
me,” said Ken Harnden, 
Auburn track and field 
assistant head coach.

After winning the 
NCAA 400m hurdles title 
at North Carolina in 1995 
and helping the Tar Heels 
claim the NCAA indoor 
400-meter relay national 
championship that year, 

Harnden represented 
Zimbabwe in the 1996 
Olympics.

When Harnden moved 
to Tallahassee, Florida, to 
train, Florida State coach 
Terry Long invited him on 
the condition that Harden 
serve as a volunteer sprints 
coach.

“If you want to train 
here, this is what you have to 

do,” Harnden said, recalling 
Long’s ultimatum. “’You 
need to write workouts.’”

“I have no idea what 
you’re talking about,” 
Harnden replied. “It 
just built from there. It 
really chose me. I have no 
certifications in coaching. I 
literally learned on the job.”

Each Monday 
morning, Harnden 

presented his workout plan 
to Long.

“I felt like I was going to 
see my English professor,” 
Harnden said. “He’d draw 
red circles around the stuff 
he didn’t like and put a 
checkmark next to the stuff 
he did. I learned by doing 
for two years.”

Four months before 
the 2000 Summer Olympics 

in Australia, Harnden tore 
his Achilles on the seventh 
hurdle in Osaka, Japan, 
effectively ending his 
hurdles career.

“When I landed, the 
next thing I remember is 
laying on the track and 
watching everybody finish,” 
he said. “It was brutal.”

One door abruptly 
closed, another slowly 

For Auburn university’s Zimbabwean sprints coach...

‘This staff is easy to pitch’: Ken Harnden joined head coach Leroy Burrell’s inaugural Auburn staff

Ken Harnden
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opened. The athlete was 
now a coach.

“For a walk-on in 
college, I had a pretty good 
career,” said Harnden, 
who coaches Auburn’s 
men’s sprints and hurdles. 
“Worked really hard. I’d like 
to think I did everything I 
could to be successful, and 
the level I got to was where I 
was meant to be.”

At FSU, Harnden 
shared an office with jumps 
coach Dennis Nobles, who 
coached there for nearly 
four decades. 

“Easily the smartest 
man I’ve ever been around,” 
Harnden said. “I soaked up 
every bit of knowledge I 
could.”

Between his mentors 
and his former coaches, 
when Harnden encounters 
issues, he knows who to 
contact.

“When you find a 
roadblock, you call them 
up,” he said. “If you’re 
willing to check your ego, 
you ask the question.”

In previous stops 
at FSU, Georgia and 
Tennessee, Harnden 

coached 25 NCAA 
champions, feeling that 
familiar adrenaline rush 
each time his athletes are 
first to the finish line.

“It’s the closest thing I 
can get to still competing,” 
he said. “It’s fantastic.”

A three-time national 
assistant coach of the year, 
Harnden prioritizes his 
student-athletes’ academic 
success even more than 
their sprint times.

“I’ve graduated every 
athlete I’ve brought in over 
a 20-year span,” he said. 
“For me, that’s the most 
important thing.”

A native of Zimbabwe, 
where his mother taught 
Auburn swimming legend 
and seven-time Olympic 
medalist Kirsty Coventry 
in third grade, Harnden 
enjoys seeing athletes from 
all over the world train and 
compete together, learning 
to appreciate each other’s 
cultures.

Three years ago, at 
the wedding of one of his 
former student-athletes, 27 
others attended.

“They represented 

nine countries,” he said. “It 
was fantastic. To be part of 
that is amazing. To be that 
bridge between a student-
athlete’s parents and adult 
life is a huge responsibility 
but it’s rewarding and a lot 
of fun.”

When recruiting 
prospective student-
athletes, Harnden points 
out the commonalities at 
Power Five schools: tracks, 
weight rooms, nutrition and 
sports medicine resources. 
What’s to separate one from 
another?

“It’s about the people,” 
he said. “And having that 
comfort level with the 
people who are going to be 
responsible for you.

“You can’t choose 
your family until you pick 
a college. Then you’re 
choosing your family. 
You’re picking the right 
people to be around. This 
staff is easy to pitch.”

Joining head coach 
Leroy Burrell’s first Auburn 
staff, Harnden looks for 
Tigers who will fit in with 
Auburn’s culture of hard 
work.  

“I always tell the team, 
‘Our vibe attracts our 
tribe,’” he said. “We believe 
in a teaching component. 
With this staff, there’s a view 
to a long-term career. If you 
want to be a professional 
athlete, I’m going to train 
you, coach you and race you 

like a professional athlete.
“If you come to 

Auburn, this is a staff that 
will take you to the highest 
level of track and field that 
you’re willing to sacrifice 
to get to. Our goal is to 
maximize all levels. Come 
here and be part of that.”

For Auburn university’s Zimbabwean sprints coach...

‘It chose me’: Of his coaching career, Ken Harnden says he 
‘learned by doing’

‘A huge, rewarding responsibility’, Ken Harnden with his students
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Gary Ballance accepts CDC charges 
including use of racist language; but 
sanctions won’t affect Zimbabwe role
Staff Reporter

GARY Ballance has 
accepted the Cricket 
Discipline Commission 
charges against him in 
relation to claims of racist 
behaviour at Yorkshire.

Ballance has admitted 
his guilt to five charges, 
including the use of racist 
language.

As a result, he will 
not be required to appear 
at the hearings into the 
allegations. And, as the 
CDC does not have 
jurisdiction beyond English 
cricket, no sanction that is 
applied in his absence will 
derail his new career with 
Zimbabwe.

Ballance has previously 
issued a public apology 
for his behaviour and 

also apologised in person 
to Azeem Rafiq. He also 
withdrew any counter 
allegations against Azeem.

“I apologise 
unreservedly to Azeem for 
the words I used when we 
played together,” Ballance 
said at the time. “I did use 
unacceptable - at times, 
racist - language. If I had 
realised how much this 
hurt Azeem, I would have 
stopped immediately.

“I have accepted, from 
the outset, the words I used 
were wrong and I hope this 
statement brings Azeem 
some comfort. There is 
no place in our sport for 
this behaviour and I am 
determined to play my part 
in ridding the game from 

racism and make it more 
inclusive. To do this we all 
need to be honest and learn 
from our past mistakes.”

Azeem accepted the 
apology, saying at the time: 
“Gary must be applauded 
for his honesty and 
unreserved apology and 
must now be allowed to get 
on with his life.”

Ballance’s contrition 
- and Azeem’s willingness 
to accept it - is likely to be 
reflected in the sanctions 
handed out by the CDC. 
Still, there may well be 
further questions about the 
value of the disciplinary 
body if players can avoid 
any punishment. Especially 
in an age where players can 
consider a freelance future 

in the various franchise 
leagues.

The Cricketer 
understands that Yorkshire, 
who are also facing various 
charges relating to the same 
episode, have been involved 
in a plea bargain with the 
CDC for several weeks.

As things stand, 
however, the sides have 
been unable to reach 
agreement. Yorkshire have 
accepted the majority of the 
charges and were hoping 
to agree their punishment 
- almost certainly a series 
of significant points 
deductions which would 
render any hope of 
silverware in 2023 unlikely 
- without the need for a 
hearing.

Meanwhile, the ECB 
have confirmed that the 
hearings will be public. As 
things stand, however, that 
does not mean the feed will 
be available to the general 
public. Instead, it is likely 
to mean a small group of 
journalists will be invited 
to watch the feed remotely 
and report upon it. Several 
defendants had appealed 
against the original decision 
for a public hearing.

The CDC does not have 
the authority to suspend 
a club from hosting major 
matches. While the ECB 
board could, in theory, 
intervene to impose such 
a sanction, there is no 
indication that such a 
scenario is likely.

Gary Ballance
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